The Knowledge Hub is a comprehensive online resource center. It archives news articles, reports, website addresses, blogs and more, with a focus on modern slavery’s links to the private sector.

When you first access the Knowledge Hub, you will be directed to this screen:

**Keyword Search**

To start a new search, you can type in keywords of interest and click ‘Search’.
For example, a search such as ‘modern slavery act’ will produce the following result. Click on the title to be taken to the original information source.

Advanced search

You can also use the ‘Advanced Search’ option.

You will be taken to the following page. Use the drop-down menus to refine your search criteria, such as by Country or Commodity, then add your own keywords and click ‘Search’.
For example, here we selected “India”, “Apparel and Footwear” and “Article”.

Once you click ‘Search’, the articles related to your search will be listed. Click on the title to be taken to the original information source.
Note on Hash-Tags

Since some searches produce a large number of results, each article has hash-tagged keywords to make selection easy. For example, two articles below deal with a similar subject, but the first one focuses on the Indian province of Gujarat, while the second one focuses on Tamil Nadu, and on the ‘Sumangali scheme’ practice.

### Slavery In The Modern World: The Saga Of India’s Child Cotton Laborers
- **India**
- #Gujarat, #article, #Asia Pacific, #apparel & footwear, #garments

### India’s cotton mills
- **India, United Kingdom**
- #child, #men, #Sumangali scheme, #Tamil Nadu, #article, #Asia Pacific, #Europe, #apparel & footwear, #retail, #cotton

Note on “#mustread” News

As an added-value service to our members, we share relevant articles, reports, and information on modern slavery on a monthly basis in our #mustread newsletter. These articles are also added to the Knowledge Hub. To search for information that we find very relevant, please use the keyword ‘mustread’ in the search field.

Search results for: "mustread"

1. **Thailand banks on tech to end slavery at sea as workers push for rights**
   - #Thailand, #modern technology, #mustread, #boats, #Asia Pacific, #fishing

2. **USA Trafficking in Persons Report 2018**
   - #United States, #2018, #mustread, #trafficking, #Trafficking In Persons Report, #World, #report

3. **RDC AND MEKONG CLUB COLLABORATE TO ELIMINATE HUMAN TRAFFICKING**
   - #United States, #compliance screening, #mustread, #RDC, #The Mekong Club, #Press Release

4. **HONG KONG GOVERNMENT DENIES THAT NEW LAWS ARE NEEDED TO TACKLE MODERN SLAVERY**
   - #Hong Kong, #anti-slavery legislation, #human trafficking, #mustread, #article, #Asia Pacific